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PRA Archive #: KZ1623
Title: The United States, the Soviet Union, and the Gulf War : a background briefing / produced by Ian
Masters.
Description: 

Examination of world headlines on Easter, 1991, to determine the impact of the Gulf War on...

, 

pt.1. Review of headlines for Easter, 1991 (6:00) -- pt.2. On Gorbachev and Yeltsin : Gorbachev...

, 

pt.1. Review of headlines for Easter, 1991 (6:00) -- pt.2. On Gorbachev and Yeltsin : Gorbachev...
Genre:
Broadcast Date: -0-
PRA Archive #: KZ2037
Title: Russia in turmoil / Susie Weisman, Alexander Cockburn, and Robert Sheerer ; introduced by
Ariana Manov.
Description: 

Three presentations concerning conditions in the former Soviet Union. Concludes with audience...

, 

pt.1. Events in Russia since the elections : inflation, repression, and the threat of fascism /...

, 

pt.1. Events in Russia since the elections : inflation, repression, and the threat of fascism /...
Genre:
Broadcast Date: -0-
PRA Archive #: SZ0392
Title: The Quest for peace : the Iceland summit / Ralph Steiner.
Description: 

Documentary on the 'mini-summit' between President Ronald Reagan and Premier Michael...
Genre:
Broadcast Date: 5 Nov. 1986.
PRA Archive #: SZ0592
Title: Is the cold war over? / Saul Landau.
Description: 

Talk by Saul Landau, who argues that the cold war was based upon a lie of two competing systems...
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 26 July 1989.
PRA Archive #: KZ1690.16
Title: Who control's the Soviet arsenal / Bruce Blair and William Potter ; interviewed by Ian Masters ;
commentary by Edmonde Haddad.
Description: 

News analysis, commentary, and two interviews which explore the struggle for control of the...

, 
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pt.1. Newscast (5 min.) -- pt.2. Gorbachev's reorganizaiton of the military / Bruce Blair,...
Genre:
Broadcast Date: -0-
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